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Metal Web Back Wall Tool Cabinet Accessories 

As a professional manufacturer in China, would like to provide you metal web back wall 

tool cabinet accessories. These attractive pegboard panels are perfect for use in a 

variety of settings, including the garage, shop, kitchen, office, closet or craft room. The 

modular design of the Wall Control pegboard allows you to expand your storage area 

based on your preferences, budget and time available. Whether you need a few extra 

panels to complete an area or prefer to use the full product, these metal pegboard panels 

include both slots and holes to support slotted tool board accessories and conventional 

pegboard hooks – giving you numerous storage options with pegboard hooks, brackets, 

shelves, and other tool board and pegboard supplies. The panels are also magnetic, 

making them perfect for use with magnetic tool organizers and other accessories.metal 

web back wall tool cabinet accessories is your best choose. 

 

 

Metal Web Back Wall Tool Cabinet 

Accessories 

Our highly acclaimed metal web back wall tool 

cabinet accessories Pegboard is the most sought-

after product from CYJY , a professional 

manufacturer in China. It boasts exceptional tool 

board storage versatility and strength, making it an 

ideal solution for industrial-grade tool storage needs 

that last a lifetime. 
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We often tend to store small objects out of sight in drawers or cabinets, but some small 

items need to be easily accessible for our daily use habits. Alongside traditional shelving 

and partitioning, pegboard has become a popular storage solution and home decoration 

artifact in recent years. Pegboard is essentially a board with uniform circular holes that 

can be used for wall decoration and storage.Metal web back wall tool cabinet 

accessories Show you when combined with hooks or partitions, small items can be hung 

or organized on the board, freeing up wall space and making it easier to use. Metal web 

back wall tool cabinet accessories is commonly used in mall stores to display and 

organize products, but has since made its way into home decoration. The most common 

materials used for metal web back wall tool cabinet accessories . include wood, and 

metal, each with different usage scenarios, load-bearing capacity, and prices. 

 

 

Advantages of metal web back wall tool cabinet 

accessories 

1. Personality and design 

pegboard itself has a unique aesthetic feeling, coupled with flexible and free collocation 

can show more different design sense. 

2. Good storage ability 

pegboard can be said to be handy for storing small objects. It combines partitions, 

baskets, hooks, and other ways of storing, which is beautiful and practical. 

3. Save space 

pegboard mainly uses the vertical space of the wall as storage, so it can effectively save 

space. 
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Common collocation of metal web back wall tool cabinet 

accessories 

1.pegboard+ Hook 

pegboard is the most common and classic combination with hooks. Hooks include double 

hooks, U-shaped hooks and wire hooks, which can be used in combination at will. Tools 

of different sizes also have corresponding storage positions. 

2.pegboard+ combination pendant 

In addition to the above mentioned ways of collocation, you can also combine them 

together to make the whole pegboard more hierarchical and become a scenic line in your 

home. 
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Why choose us? 

1.8000 square meters workshop, professional design, processing, research and 

development team. 

2. Complete qualifications, CE ISO900 and other series certification. 

3. Professional foreign trade team, accurate and timely service, worry-free after-sales. 
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4. Global sales, competitive price, strict quality control, fast delivery. 

 


